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  #61

Rich Larkin
Members

Join Date: Jun 2008
Location: Massachusetts
Posts: 161

Pierre, once again, my hat is off to you. Very very interesting! 

Rich

 February
6th, 2017,
10:58 AM

  #62

Martin
Andersen
Members

Join Date: Jul
2008
Posts: 120

Hi All

I sure join the applause to Pierre 

Pierre's lining up the history and geography opens up for very interesting new specific territories and peoples to take into
account in all of this.

Especially the Volga Bulgars, which I must admit I didn’t knew much about apart from their name, are fascinating - a semi-
nomadic people establishing more then 30 cities in a statehood which lastet for more than 500 years (periodically vasalized)
in a cross-section between the river routes to Central Asia and the steppe cultures!

The semi-nomadic aspect of the Volga Bulgar I suppose makes them great candidates as a rug-producing people. Though
there doesn’t seem to have been found any textiles in Volga Bulgar archeological context, the clima not even sparing
woodworks, there are a quite a lot metal works. The Volga Bulgar seems to have been excellent producers of silver, gold and
bronze artifacts. I have tried to look into what I could find on the net of the Volga Bulgar and related material (and please
excuse me, there might be some errors in this (a lot of nasty google translating from russian in trying to sort it out)

The territories of Volga Bulgar influence and control may in periodes have been extensive, no fixed border north, and
fluctuating borders eastward, here a perhaps slightly Volga Bulgar-centric map:
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They converted to Islam rather early in 922 AD (luckily apparently not a version of islam involving serious image ban)
constituting the most northern presence of Islam pre-modern age. And their architectural remains are impressive, this sure
ain’t just nomadic mud-huts along a river, and I would expect the Vikings in generel would be better of trading with the Volga
Bulgars than randomly fight them sailing up and down the Volga:

Their metalworks were influenced by Sassanian material, there seems to be some disagreements regarding to what degree
the Volga Bulgar copied or imported Sassanian silver. The Sassanian silver of course attest to their direct connection
southward via the Volga river route. Here some samples of what to me seems to be clearly local Volga Bulgar style:
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Their pre-islamic culture had obviously strong animistic elements (aspects to me looks shamanistic Siberian (or whatever
term one prefers)), though also human figur/deities seems important. The finds at Perm at the Kama river (Perm animal style
6-8th.c AD) gives a rather detailed astonishing view into this:

And here a very important Volga Bulgar figure, below the rider, the “Baradj”:
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The “Baradj” is a dragon-like figure which ends up as the heraldry emblem of the Volga Bulgars in simplified form as a
lion/dog with a protruded tongue and tail. But its origin is more complex and can be followed in the Perm metal works. Its is
very directly associated with water and fish, and persons can ride it - like on a horse (there to me is a slightly blurred line
between the “Baradj”/horse/dog/and perhaps later leopard/lion in the iconography). Please note that it can be double-headed
- and that it can contain other animals and geometric signs.
An interpretation of this water related dragon-like “Baradj” could be that it represents an embodiment of the circulating life-
giving aspects of the river/water - and I suppose the mixture of a water creature and a horse is a very suitable emblematic
representation for a semi-nomadic people settling and establishing a river-based culture.

The human figures on top of the “Baradj” seems to be wearing elk-/mouse-heads or masks. This may lead to see generel old
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scythian influence or connection, but one could also point to related material of a specific find at Kulayskoy the Tomsk region,
probably of ancient shared animistic Siberian origin. Note the “pregnant” elk below, creatures-in-creatures seems to be an
aspect of the Perm Animal style.

The “Baradj” ends up lion-like in the 15-16th heraldry f.ex on Ivan the Terrible’s seal represententing the Volga Bulgar
territory (later on it gets more griffin-like with wings)

It is simply terrible tempting trying to relate some of this iconographical material to the rugs - and I of course can’t resist it 
The rugs which one could try to put into connection with this material would be the small group of Anatolian animal rugs
which Pierre has pointed to:
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In his very thorough article “An Early Anatolian Animal Carpet and Related Examples” https://www.academia.edu/7657068
/An_Early_Anatolian_Animal_Carpet_and_Related_Examples Michael Franses discusses whether or not one should look upon
the creatures-whitin-creatures as a pregnant animals.
Franses, a bit inconclusive, sums up: “I am unaware of depictions in other media of creatures within creatures, a fact that
surely must be significant”, - Well in the Volga Bulgar and Perm animal style creatures within creatures certainly is a stylistic
feature:
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And in the Volga Bulgar silver we even have the an animal, I would say the “Baradj” in semi-late horse/lion form (note the
claws), surrounded with the Kufic border (pseudo-kufic, ornamental kufic or whatever, but thats another story):

I will go into some more details and comparisons in the next post, I sure understand if this might be seen as rather
adventurous, but I think the Volga material might give an insight into possible pre-islamic content of the iconography of the
Animal rugs, and perhaps may be pointing to a more northern river-route based origin than Anatolia of the animal rugs.
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best Martin

Last edited by Martin Andersen; February 6th, 2017 at 02:20 PM.

 February 6th, 2017, 02:10
PM

  #63

Filiberto
Boncompagni
Administrator

Join Date: May 2008
Location: Cyprus
Posts: 113

Excellent work, Martin!

 February 7th, 2017, 11:55
AM

  #64

Pierre Galafassi
Members

Join Date: Oct 2009
Posts: 121

Superb job Martin!

This is a very documented and highly credible theory. And you are guiding us along a clear and logical path.

Especially the link to the «pregnant animal rugs» is fascinating.

Besides, C14 dating of this category of animal rugs is consistent with your theory. Volga Bulgars ( of any of the
various ethnic groups living in this nation) could perfectly have woven them before and after their incorporation in
the Golden Horde Empire:
From Jürg Rageth’s highly interesting publications (1) we know that these rugs were most probably woven as early
as the middle of the eleventh century and as late as the middle of the 14th century. And, perhaps, beyond.

C14 calibrated ages at 95% confidence limit (2).
«Pregnant Lioness» rug: between 1040 and 1290
«Pregnant Horse» rug : between 1190 and 1300
«Pregnant Wolf» rug : between 1205 and 1375

The ethnically very mixed population of the Volga Bulgar State, with its strong links with steppe Turkic-and
Siberian traditions could easily explain the motifs which probably migrated to Scandinavia weavers on Viking- and
Novgorod Rus ships.

It is not necessarily just a coincidence if only one animal rug of the «pregnant» type was immortalized by an
occidental painter ( FIG 1) (2) , and if all extant rugs and fragments recently emerged from Tibetan monasteries
instead. A glance at the map could explain these facts. And the political situation (access to Mediterranean ports
etc..) could be an explanation too.

It has been assumed that the whole group of animal rugs was of Turkish origin, this is already walking on a rather
thin ice, but then many experts started jumping up and down on this thin ice, assuming that Turkic means
Anatolian or that Turkic means Ottoman. Even if we accept the unproven Turko-centric ukase (which has indeed
some merits), we should at least remember that Turkic tribes were ruling some eastern European areas (Like the
Volga/Kama area, or Danubian territories, long before they ventured a foot in Anatolia or in Syria.(4)
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FIG 1. G. di Cecco. 1423. Marriage of the Virgin. Detail . Nat. Gal. London

Please note the bizarre head of the animal in di Cecco’s canvas and compare it with the animal on the oval silver in
Martin’s last post.
By the way 1423 is surprisingly late if we compare it with the age of the 3 extant rugs of the type.

A propos bizarre, do you also see a giraffe on the first rug fragment or should I rather leave the bottle of grappa
alone?

Note:
1) See for example «Anatolian Kilims Radio Dating», Edited by Jürg Rageth, page 166.
2) According to John Mills (3), Italians and more generally occidentals, were very partial to animals in their
artifacts, at least until the end of the Renaissance period. If this is so, why did they not buy these splendid
«pregnant animal» rugs and show them often in their paintings? One could imagine many reasons for it, including
(a) machismo, (b) de gustibus non est disputandum, (c) cost (most animal rugs featured in paintings were cheap
interpretations, see (4), or (d) geo-political constraints making their sale to European merchants difficult during
most of their period of production. I am partial to this last explanation.
3) John Mills. Carpets in Painting. 1983.
4) J. Mills, page 8 states «…That some of the animal rugs are Turkish seems certain, but it has been too generally
assumed that the group as a whole is homogenous…» …IMHO, one can’t avoid the fact that many animal rugs
featured in Renaissance paintings look like simplified and cheaper interpretations of the superb and much earlier
«pregnant animal» rugs or of the wonderful «Deer-and-4 birds in an octagon» rug. Marla frequently warns us
about the speed with which rug motifs can move. Late Anatolian or European inferior copies or interpretations are
surely no safe indication about the place where the superior prototypes were woven a century or two before.

Last edited by Pierre Galafassi; February 7th, 2017 at 12:01 PM.

 February 7th, 2017, 01:36
PM

  #65

Martin Andersen
Members

Join Date: Jul 2008
Posts: 120

Thanks Filiberto and Pierre 

There are a few interesting details that might sustain a connection between the Volga/Perm material and the
Animal rugs. I will break it down in smaller posts, taking one comparison at a time. Some of it is a bit complex, but
this one is kind of straight forward:
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(Jürg Rageth,“Pregnant Lioness”?)

In this Animal rug the small animals have a rather peculiar string of dots coming from their mouths. Something
which I haven’t seen anything similar to - except in the Volga/Perm material, where it actually could be said to be
a stylistic feature:
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The “string of dots” in the older Perm material rather clearly depicts a water-ish circulation through the animals (I
would, probably a bit simplistic, interpret it as something like a representation of the life-giving aspect of the river)
Perhaps insignificant, this could of course just be seen as a filling motif, but within the small animals there is an
ornament, with dots and - waves(?):

In later Volgar Bulgar silver material the string of dots from the mouth of a dog/lion can be seen reduced to a
simple conventionalized ornament like on this spoon. The dots still a very prominent stylistic feature (perhaps still
retaining a symbolic significance, certainly not a very convenient placement of dots if the spoon was just for
eating):
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best Martin

Last edited by Martin Andersen; February 7th, 2017 at 01:44 PM.
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PM

  #66

Martin Andersen
Members

Join Date: Jul 2008
Posts: 120

Perhaps I should add I dont see the string of dots from the mouths of the small rug animals as collar chains, to me
it looks clearly like the dots are coming from the mouths, not the collar.
But it is also interesting that a lot of the Volga/Perm animals actually seem to wear collars, something which is a
feature in all of the creature-in-creature animal rugs:
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  #67

Martin
Andersen
Members

Join Date: Jul
2008
Posts: 120

I had the pleasure of seeing these two rugs in real life in the Berlin Museum a couple of weeks ago. Though they of course are
very different I still have a felling they are quite related (probably a minor point but they both have an extensive use of offset
knotting in articulating diagonals in the weave)

In his article Michael Franses associates the impressive border of the first rug with two things: “Kufic-style ornaments” and
“the Great Bird seen in Mesopotamian art”. I am totally with him on this, bird-shaped kufic ornaments (probably conotating
“Al-mulk”) are known from Central Asian ceramics, and the Great Bird f.ex carrying a human figure is known from Sassanian
silver (also found in Volga Bulgar archeological sites)

The interesting thing here is that both themes in islamic Volga Bulga context would have had an extraordinary strong and very
specific resonans on the background of the pre-islamic Perm Animal style. If one interpreted the impressive border as a bird-
themed creatures-in-creatures motif, then the Perm material certainly has lots of parallels. The Bird-carring-creatures amulet
seems to have been an important genre in itself.
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This Perm bronze piece just as nice fluent changeover to the next rug :

The central motif of the star medallions of the second rug is a double-headed creature, which to me doesn’t look like birds,
but more like a mammal. The Volga Bulgar “Baradj” in all its shapeshifting forms also appear double-headed.
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And there are, again a whole genre, of amuletic double-headed pendents in the Volga Bulgar material. Some minor details,
but note the geometric patterning on the two first pendents, and the slightly oblique shape of the “bodies” on the last two,
also a stylistic Perm feature in these, and a parallel to the “boxed” bodies of the animals on the rug.

Best Martin

Last edited by Martin Andersen; February 8th, 2017 at 10:02 AM.

 February
9th, 2017,
10:31 PM

  #68

Martin
Andersen
Members

Join Date: Jul
2008
Posts: 120

Here comes a slightly more complex comparison. Complex partly because the “Faces” carpet in itself is rather complex (and I
have to admit this rug to me before now has been kind of almost undecipherable, I simply have had a hard time "telling head
from tail" in it ). The “Faces” carpet has an interesting sibling in the Heckser fragment:
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The “Faces” carpet of course has its name from the very strange highly stylized human faces on it. The very early Fustat lion
carpet which is also in Franses article and the even earlier Bactrian Lion rug Franses showed in his online DOHA-lecture(
http://podcast.islamicartdoha.org/2011/michael-franses/ ) are the only two possible related heads I have seen in rug
material.

But once again there is whole genre in the Perm animal style which perhaps could be seen to be related to the faces on the
“Faces” carpet. A genre of amuletic heads with highly stylized eyebrows and nose, almost just cartoonish pictograms af these
facial features, many of them with zig-zag framing as hair. In more detailed pieces this zig-zag can actually be
animals/snakes, in accordance with Perm style of creatures-in-creatures.
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Deciphering the main motif in the “Faces” carpet is slightly tricky, and I suppose its up for interpretation. The motif consists of
various creatures/animals entangled or superimposed, in itself a stylistic core feature of the Perm material. Franses seem to
see two creatures (repeated twice),and I might be wrong but I see three creatures - two light blue frontfigures superimposed
on a dark blue background figure. I have made a photoshop cut-and-paste illustration trying to clarify how I see the 3
individual figures:
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The middel figure is kind of an okay "normal" representation of what could be an open-mouthed dog/lion with a prominent
tail. The two other faced creatures are indeed rather strange. Please note that all three creatures could be seen to have feet
which are in themself creature-like (also something often seen in Perm animal style)

The tall monolithic figure could be a human-like representation. Full body representations with comparable heads (and hair)
exist in the Perm material:

The legs of the four-legged creature are interesting. Unfortunately I can’t really see their endings in the photos I have of the
"Faces" carpet, but when looking at the Heckser fragment, one could deduct that they have snake-like heads as endings.
Micahel Franses in his article interpret the upper part of the Heckser fragament as snake motifs, I take the liberty of sugesting
they might be the four legs of an otherwise missing animal comparable to the background figure of the “Faces” carpet.
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If one accept this interpretation one could make a comparison to this strange Perm half-human figure with four snake-ended
lims and soft upwards bent legs, plus a snake creature as “hair”:
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I am aware that this is a rather heavy interpretation, which might be stretching your patience beyond limit, but on the other
hand personally I haven’t seen other related iconographical material than the Perm animal style which opens up for a detailed
iconographical understanding of the strange motifs of the “Faces” rug.

Here two small details of some of small animal fillings compared to Perm pendents - quite a bit more straight forward 

The border of the Heckser fragment I see as rather clear griffins. Griffins in the form of bird headed lions/dogs with wings I
haven’t seen in the Perm material, but they are frequent in the later Volga Bulgar style, probably directly inspired by
Sassanian silver.

The only area in which I must say the Volga/Perm material has disappointed me a bit is in the area of trees. The few trees I
have found seem more or less directly copied from Sassanian models. And thats a bit annoying in relation to the Marby rug
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and its animal tree motif.
The Phoenix and Dragon rug seems like a motif clearly directly influenced by Chinese/Mongolian iconography which could have
been brought into the weavers repertoire on demand by the Golden Horde, its late dating I suppose could correspond with
this.

Just to sum up my own take on this: to me the Volga/Perm material offer a possible perspective into a plausible cultural
background of the animal rugs. This to an extent which I don't see anything like in either Anatolian Seljuk/Ottoman, Persian
or other Mediterranean iconographical material. Whether or not the animal rugs were actually woven by the Volga Bulgar (or
people directly related to them) I suppose there is no way of knowing, unless perhaps new Russian archeological material
suddenly should unveil textiles which could confirm it.

The Volga Bulgar territories are huge, in size comparable to whole of Europe, looking at a map like the one below (even with
“Provincial capitals”) it is clear that its history apart from the wars recorded must have been complex and the life of the
people diverse - and I find it totally unlikely that it should have been a history without rugs.
Well it has been a surprise for me the way this thread has developed, very fascinating to look into the material midway from
Scandinavia to Central Asia 

Best Martin

 February
12th, 2017,
10:04 PM

  #69

Martin
Andersen
Members

Join Date: Jul
2008
Posts: 120

I have to moderate my newly found Volga Bulgar-centrism a bit - sorry here comes yet another long and slightly tricky post.

There certainly are a lot missing puzzle pieces in this, and history seem to have taken a hard toll on remains of even huge
statehoods in the periode like the Cuman-Kipchaks, the Khazars and the Kara-Khanids, to an extent that it to me seems
impossible to get a clear view of how their visual culture actually looked.
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There are aspects of all the rugs in the animal rugs which looks very regional, but there are also aspects which I suppose are
impossible to understand unless one sees them as part of “international” styles in the periode. And the Mongolian/Chinese
material certainly is important is this “international” style

The large Kufic borders is the most upfront example of an international style. We know it from the Timorid, the Yuan “Gion
Festival” rugs, even Spanish rugs, and of course from the Anatolian Seljuk rugs (I suppose the Seljuks rugs borders, also
some of the minor borders, play a role in the Animal rugs being attributed to Anatolia)

The Kufic borders on these four Animal-in-animal rugs are virtual identical:

These borders are unique in their style, at least I haven't seen anything exactly like them. The closest similar borders are
seen on the Mongolian/Chinese Yuan rugs (late 13th-14th)

(fascinating that this unique group of Mongolian/Chinese rugs probably only have survived because they somehow ended up
in a yearly streetparade which for centuries have been managed by a local guild in the Kyoto Gion Festival (on resent fotos it
looks like the 13th c rugs has been replaced with copies))
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Whether or not we are looking at Kufic ornamentation in these borders is of course up to debate. Personally I think we are,
but I have always had the felling that we are looking at Kufic ornamentation mixed into something else (and I am always
fascinated by multiple sources melting into new patterns or ornamentation, for me this is simply the driving aesthetic motor in
any development in ornamentation or motifs).
For some of the details in these borders there I have yet not seen a complete match, especially the small “tridents” are
puzzling:

In Yuan style (and in following Ming) porcelain there is a border type which without nessaceraly being Kufic has some
resemblance to the borders on the rugs:

This border type is seem rather frequent in the Yuan style porcelain (and sorry I am not qualified to judge Chinese porcelain,
there might be fakes in this)
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Here is the tricky part - The borders on the Yuan porcelain in a lot of samples seems to have a clear directionally aspect. That
is to say, they have an “upside down” orientation. When the vertical “high strokes” frame a motif (I suppose these motifs are
taoistic or buddhistic), the strokes turn upwards. But when they frame pure repetitive ornaments, the storkes turn
downwards. Here an example:
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In relation to the Animal rugs Kufic ornament this could perhaps mean they should be seen kind of turned a 180 degrees, and
the “tridents” would become hanging “pendents” - very comparable to the motif from the small animals mouth:

I probably wouldn’t have made this upside down suggestion unless I had bumped into these dragon details on Chinese
thrones and crowns. The thrones dates from late 10th.c Song dynasty to early Ming 15th.c. The pendents from the dragons
mouths sure has a strong resemblance to the ones on the animal rugs:
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The earliest sample of this jewelry hanging from the mouths of the dragons I have found is from Tang periode, here the
concubine Wu Zetian c.625-705) that is to say ancient Chinese style, and probably a much better match than the Volga Bulgar
“string of dots” I suggested earlier.

And of course one should not forget the Il-khanid miniature, Pierre has asked me to remember it, perhaps there is also
hanging jewelry-like ornament form the mouth here:
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And I should perhaps underline that a merger between elements from an imperial throne motif with the Kufic ornament ain't
as strange as it may sound, but it requires that one goes along with the rather accepted viewpoint that the Kufic ornament is
a kind of a pictogram annotating "Al-Mulk"/"Al-Malik" (the Kingdom/the King) pointing towards either a divine ruler (in
Turkic/Mongolian context) or Allah and the rule of Islam.

Regarding some of the minor borders, one of them is especially interesting to look at here. It is shared between the
Metropolitan Animal-in-animal rug, the Marby rug - and one of the Seljuk rugs. It is also in a slightly varied version on the
“Lionness animal rug”.
Personally I have before seen this border as a very specific Anatolian border because I saw it as a rather simple, but refined
small “turned and mirrored” Kufic ornament, directly developed in the Seljuk rugs (and I am not going to suggest Seljuk rugs
aren’t Anatolian )

The border on the Seljuk rug (I suppose it is the one in group which is thought the youngest(?)) appear on the Seljuk rug
which has a main field motif I suppose is accepted as have been derived from a Chinese Yuan silk pattern.
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When looking at the rug beneath the Chinese emperor Hung Wu (1368-1398) it is interesting to see a very similar border as
above, not as minor border, but as a mayor border. Perhaps this border ain’t nessaceraly regionally Anatolian. It could even
perhaps have older origins in an imperial Chinese dragon motif. Well at least to me the rug beneath Hung Wu doesn’t look
remotely Anatolian, and in all the other Portraits I have seen of the Chinese emperors the rugs beneath them looks Chinese (I
suppose a Chinese emperor didn’t need to import rugs for an official and representational portrait like this)
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To be honest I dont think I can say I have seen pre-Golden Horde Chinese material among the Volga Bulgar archaeological
finds (very much opposed to Sassanian material of which there is plenty). I of course ain't going to say that the Animal group
rugs are Chinese, but looking at them in relation to the Chinese material I must admit that my “centrism” right now has
shifted towards the Golden Horde as possible transmitters of the Chinese stylistic elements into a Volga Bulgar mix. And the
Dragon and Phoenix rug suddenly to me doesn't feel outlandish at all in the animal rug group.

best Martin

 February 13th, 2017,
10:49 AM

  #70

Filiberto
Boncompagni
Administrator

Join Date: May 2008
Location: Cyprus
Posts: 113

Hi Martin,
Quote:

To be honest I dont think I can say I have seen pre-Golden Horde Chinese material among the Volga Bulgar
archaeological finds (very much opposed to Sassanian material of which there is plenty). I of course ain't
going to say that the Animal group rugs are Chinese, but looking at them in relation to the Chinese material
I must admit that my “centrism” right now has shifted towards the Golden Horde as possible transmitters of
the Chinese stylistic elements into a Volga Bulgar mix. And the Dragon and Phoenix rug suddenly to me
doesn't feel outlandish at all in the animal rug group.

You are right. And the matter of the rug borders is an excellent observation.
By the way, the Volga Bugars are also known as Tatars. They are a Turkic people. What do we know about the
relationship between Tatars and Seljuks Turks?

Regards,

Filiberto
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 February
13th, 2017,
02:37 PM

  #71

Martin
Andersen
Members

Join Date: Jul
2008
Posts: 120

Hi Filiberto

Yes the Seljuk minor border and its resemblance to the Metropolitan Animal rug, even down to the colors (yellow on red), is
very specific, to specific not to require an explanation. But still the Seljuk rug is, as far as I know, thought to be one of the
youngest in the Seljuk group, which could date it as late as early 14th, and sure the Anatolian Seljuk must have been trading
over the Black Sea for more than 200 years at that time?

Here a small stylistic pro-Volga Bulgar comparison of borders. A lot of the Volga Bulgar metalworks have very pronounced
braided/twisted borders, and I would say it could be traced back rather directly to the Perm animal style, in the Perm style
being an integrated part of the motifs. First row Perm, the rest Volga Bulgar:

These two silver plates, the one on the right with a Sassanian inspired griffin, were found at the Irtysh River in 1876 and were
labeled “Volga Bulgar/Golden Horde 11-13th”, personally I would just say Volga Bulgar, they fit the bill 
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Their very fine elongated braided/twisted and squarish border is not something I have seen on any Sassanian material (or
elsewhere, but I could have overlooked it) It could be seen as having a very strong stylistic resemblance to the elongated
twists on the Kufic borders of the Animal rugs:

best Martin

Last edited by Martin Andersen; February 13th, 2017 at 02:44 PM.

 February 13th, 2017,
04:53 PM

  #72

Pierre Galafassi
Members

Join Date: Oct 2009
Posts: 121

Hi guys,

After a highly interesting discussion of the probable influence of Central Asian carpets and textiles on 17th-19th
century Scandinavian rugs and textile folks art, Martin took in his stride another fascinating and imho very credible
theory: The way I understand him, the animal-in-animal group of rugs may have been created in a Volga / Kama /
Perm environment by weavers probably influenced to a certain degree by Mongol/Chinese esthetic codes.

Therefore the best bet for a weaving period would indeed seem to be sometimes after the creation of the Golden
Horde Empire and during the peace and development phase which followed the bloody conquest. Say from 1250
AD onwards?
Who were the weavers? How did the Chinese, Turkic and indigenous Volga/Kama influences come to mix?

My 50 cents would be on a rug-weaving Turkic tribe still living East of the Pamir- and Tien-Shan ranges by around
1200 AD, which, like the Uyghur and several others, voluntarily contributed troops to the Mongol armies . Lets not
forget that Mongols were a minority in the Golden Horde army and that even the administration and chancellery of
the Yuan Empire and of its western vassals the Il-khanids and the Golden Horde, made good use of Persians,
Arabs, Uyghurs specialists.
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After the conquest by the Golden Horde, the whole Volga/Kama/Perm territory and a significant part of its
surviving indigenous population, was distributed among the Turko-Mongol elite clans, which, as described in John
of Plano Carpini’s and William of Rubruck's travel reports, kept enjoying prevalently a gentlemen’s semi-nomadic
life, while creating the conditions for the revival of cities and farmland.
It seems quite probable that local weavers (slaves , concubines or spouses) were incorporated into these clans’
households, of which at least some must have had a rug weaving tradition of their own too.

This scenario could best explain the mixtures of influences illustrated by Martin.

However, I would not exclude a priori that such a creative mix could have taken place also well before the Mongol
onslaught :

As we know, Turko-Mongol Confederations and Empires had a strong tendency to explode after a while (1) and to
generate mass migrations of disgruntled clans and even of whole tribes. Huns, Bulgars, Qarlouks, Oguz, Kipchaks,
etc… all successively marched West.

Some of these ethnic groups had quite close and ancient contacts with the Chinese civilization. Some even were
offspring of dynasties of nomad origin which ruled over Northern China.
This was the case of the Turkic Qarlouks tribe, (a vassal branch of the Uyghurs) which created the Qarakhanid
Empire, for example.

It seems therefore possible that clans belonging to an Eastern rug-weaving and superficially «sinicized» Turko-
Mongol tribe may have joined one of these pre-Mongol western migrations, settling and merging with
Volga/Kama/Perm people (2), while other clans of the same tribe chose to stay at home and merge with other local
clans (3). These fellows too may have kept weaving, including rugs (for sale to Chinese elites ?) featuring
traditionally Chinese field motifs and tribe-specific kufesque borders, like the rugs exhibited at Kyoto’s museum.

FIG 1.

The use of a kufesque border probably implies that this motif was invented after the Islamization of the
hypothetical eastern tribe in question, thus between the 10th and the 12th century, I suppose.

Note.
1.Their traditional patrimonial system according to which conquered land was divided among the sons of a defunct
Khan, nearly always was the cause of violent family feuds which weakened the nation and eventually destroyed it .
2.A heterogeneous lot of ethnic groups. The (probably Turkic) Volga Bulgar elite ruled over a mix of Ugric-,
Siberian- and Slavic indigenous people and over various Turkic allies or «political refugees».
3.Exactly what the Oguz did: Clans kept separating from the main Oguz tribe and founding a number of
independent or even antagonist states, like the Great Seljuk Empire, the Rum Seljuk, the Akh- and Qara Qoyunlu,
the Petchenegs, the Salor Turkmen etc..

 February 13th, 2017,
05:28 PM

  #73

Pierre Galafassi
Members

Join Date: Oct 2009
Posts: 121

Quote:

Originally Posted by Filiberto Boncompagni
By the way, the Volga Bugars are also known as Tatars. They are a Turkic people. What do we know about
the relationship between Tatars and Seljuks Turks?

Hi Filiberto,

Before the arrival of the Turko-Mongol armies and their conquest of Volga Bulgar nobody used the name Tatar to
designate the population.

The name was introduced by Europeans/Russians to designate the Golden Horde and later its offsprings, like for
example the Kazan Khanate (which ruled the core of the former Volga Bulgar state, until the Russian Tsars
terminated it during the 16th century).
"Tatar" is a complete misnomer for the Turko-Mongol new masters of the Golden Horde and even an insult, as the
son and heir of the first Khan of the Golden Horde told in very clear terms to a western visitor. (Rubruk if I
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remember well). The Tatars were actually the worst enemies of Gengis Khan during his ascension to power in
Mongolia. Among other mischiefs they poisened his father. Gengis took a terrible vengeance and practically
annihilated the whole Tatar tribe.

The Great Seljuk Empire already was eliminated when the Mongol armies arrived in Persia. Its smaller offspring the
Rum Seljuk, (capital Konia) evolved from one of a handful of vassal Anatolian Beyliks established by the Seljuk
Empire and was destroyed by the Mongols after their arrival in Persia. Its territory was annexed later by the
Ottoman (another former Beylik). The Ilkhanid Mongols did not occupy all of Anatolia, they mostly concentrated on
destroying potential rivals and turned their efforts towards the Mamluks but failed to eliminate them.

Best regards
Pierre

 February 13th, 2017,
05:48 PM

  #74

Filiberto
Boncompagni
Administrator

Join Date: May 2008
Location: Cyprus
Posts: 113

Sorry. I got the wrong impression from the entry "Volga Tatars" in Wikipedia.
I didn't read through the full article.

OK - So, can we guess that these Animal Rugs were born in the nomadic (I mean, Golden Horde nomadic)
equivalent of "Court Carpets"?
Regards,

Filiberto

 February 13th, 2017,
06:46 PM

  #75

Pierre Galafassi
Members

Join Date: Oct 2009
Posts: 121

[QUOTE=Filiberto Boncompagni;21705]
.. can we guess that these Animal Rugs were born in the nomadic (I mean, Golden Horde nomadic) equivalent of
"Court Carpets"?

I suppose that we could indeed guess so.
By analogy with the 18th-19th century Turkmen, where only the upper class, owning a lot of sheep, horses and
participating in slave hunting parties in Persia etc.. could afford to weave rugs.
The lower class, which often could hardly even afford buying tea leaves (a status symbol for Turkmen), had to be
content with felt on the ground (As O'Donovan noted during his visit to Atrek Yomuds).

Unless the rulers of the Golden Horde already organized Royal rug factories (like the later Ottomans, Safavid or
Moghols rulers), one can indeed suppose that the wealthy part of the nomad population did produce most rugs,
primarily for their own use. If not really Court Carpets , at least Rich People Carpets.

 February 13th, 2017,
06:54 PM

  #76

Filiberto
Boncompagni
Administrator

Join Date: May 2008
Location: Cyprus
Posts: 113

Right. And I guess they should have a lot of heraldic symbolism, perhaps...

 February 13th,
2017, 07:50 PM

  #77

Martin
Andersen
Members

Join Date: Jul 2008
Posts: 120

Hi Pierre and Filiberto

This is just a purely subjective aesthetic viewpoint and its a bit hard to verbalize but stylistically I wouldn’t think the
Animal rugs were produced in the core of the Golden Horde or its court. The Mongolian style in the metalworks has a
much voluptuous and curled floral character then what I see in the Animal rugs. I suppose thats why I kling on to the
Volga Bulgars where I see a more purist overall style and a more restrained use of curled or floral ornamentation. Here
some samples of Golden Horde metalworks:
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So I agree, the animal rugs for rich people for sure, and somehow associated with the Golden Horde, but not Batu Khan
himself in the court of Saray 

best Martin

 February 14th, 2017,
10:06 AM

  #78

Pierre Galafassi
Members

Join Date: Oct 2009
Posts: 121

Hi guys,

While Martin is still red hot and in olympic form, indeed why not raise as well the question of the origin of another
important group of animal rugs: «The Dragon-and-Phoenix-inscribed-in-an-octagon-with-yellow-background» which,
with all due respect, I’d rather call D&P rugs from now on. (1)
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FIG 1.A nearly complete D&P rug . Islamisches Museum, Berlin.

John Howe kindly retrieved and mailed to me, Jürg Rageth’s 2004 Hali paper (1) in which he settles the question of
dating this group, describes the extant rugs and fragments and identifies a modern fake.

Quoting Mr Rageth:
In 1886, Wilhelm von Bode discovered and acquired the first specimen of the group, the Berlin fragment, in Italy. A
second fragment now in a European private collection, came to light from the rubbish heaps at Fostat in old Cairo in
1939. A third fragment was found in 1958, again in Cairo, and is now in the collection of the Museum der Kulturen in
Basel …

Calibrated age range of extend fragments:
Islamisches Museum, Berlin: 1486-1645 AD, 95% confidence limit.
Private collection, Italy.: 1395-1442, 97% confidence limit.
Museum der Kulturen, Basel: 1452-1635 AD, 95% confidence limit.

D&Ps in Renaissance paintings:
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FIG 2. 1441-1442. D. di Bartolo. Marriage of the foundlings. Detail . Siena

In addition to di Bartolo’s well known «Marriage of the foundlings» a number of other Renaissance paintings feature
a D&P rug.

1425. G. da Fabriano. Annunciation. Vatican. Rome
14??. G. da Fabriano. Annunciation.
1444. J. Bellini. Annunciation. Sant'Alessandro church. Brescia
1448. A. Mantegna. Martyrdom of St Christofer. Formerly in Padua.
1460-1470. B. degli Erri. Scene of the life of St Vincent Ferrer. K. M. Vienna
1466. N. Obilman. Annunciation. Wroclaw.
1475. Niccolò Alunno, Madonna and Child with St Ann, MET, New York
and even
1615 ca. W Larkin. Portrait of Lady Dorothy Cary Kenwood House. London.

Rageth and his team estimate that the D&P rug featured in Di Bartolo’s painting was probably technically superior to
the Berlin extant rug. The other D&P featured in Renaissance paintings were mainly coarser versions, not all featured
a yellow background. They look somewhat degenerated to me. The painter might have decided to simplify them. Or
cheaper copies appeared on the market.
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FIG 3 1448. A. Mantegna. Martyrdom of St Christofer. Detail. Formerly in Padua

FIG 4 1615 ca. W. Larkin. Portrait of Lady Dorothy Cary. Kenwood House. Detail. London.

FIG 5 1420s G. da Fabriano. From John Mills. HALI 90, 1997. (Posted by G. Potter)

As mentioned by Martin, there is hardly any doubt in this case that the field motif was directly inspired by China: The
dance of the Dragon and the Feng Huang. (2)

The C14 dating of the extant fragments and the dates of the paintings in which D&Ps are represented, are fitting
quite well.
Both their C14 datings and the presence of a D&P rug in a 17th century painting hint at a rather long utilization of
the motif. But they were not necessarily woven by the same ethnic group, I suppose.
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When these rugs were woven, both the Golden Horde and the Il-Khanids Empire were already destroyed, replaced by
smaller offsprings and by new bullies:
- In Persia & Central Asia: The Timuride Empire (1370-1470), began in flows of hemoglobin, followed by an
economical- and artistic Renaissance.
- In Anatolia and in the European remains of the Byzantine Empire: The Ottomans, initially an Anatolian
Beylik ruled by an Oguz clan, survived military disasters against Timur’s armies , terminated the feeble remains of
the Byzantine Empire and then grew to become a superpower.
- In the Volga/Kama/Perm Area: The Kazan Khanate (1438-1552), an offspring of the Golden Horde, claiming
Gengis-Khanid ancestry, fought a long battle against Russia and lost it.
- In North western Iran and North Eastern Anatolia: The Akh-Qoyunlu ( ca. 1400-1490) another Oguz Turkmen
state and former client of the Timurid Empire. Worth mentioning due to a Venetian envoy’s raving comments about
their wonderful rugs «superior to Ottoman and Syrian ones»(3).

Martin, I am very curious to know your best guess as to wether these rugs (or at least their superior prototypes)
could also have been woven in the Volga / Kama/ area.

Notes:
1) Rageth, Jürg (2004). "Dating the dragon & phoenix fragments.".Hali.134 : 106–109.
2) Actually, as Jeff Sun rightly wrote some time ago in another thread, Dragon and Phoenix is a misnomer: the
mythical bird flirting (not fighting) with the Chinese Dragon is not a Phoenix but a Feng Huang, which «symbolizes
quite different things and is depicted quite differently». Both the Chinese dragon and the Feng Huang are beneficial
mythical animals and a fight between them doesn’t make sense, except if they are representing the Emperor and the
Empress, but I can spot no representation of flying China in this rug.
3) Travels to Tana and Persia by Josafa Barbaro and Ambrogio Contarini. http://archive.org/stream
/travelstotanaper00barb#page/n7/mode/2up

 February 14th, 2017,
12:46 PM

  #79

Pierre Galafassi
Members

Join Date: Oct 2009
Posts: 121

Quote:

Originally Posted by Filiberto Boncompagni
And I guess they should have a lot of heraldic symbolism, perhaps...

I guess so too.

While the borders of the pregnant animal rugs mostly hint at islam (or at least at Arabic script), the fields always
strongly hint at totemism and animism. I suppose that both faiths still co-existed.

Besides, did you notice the asymmetry in the «Pregnant lioness» rug below?

Source: J. Opie, Tribal Rugs, p. 273. MET, New York
C14 dated between 1040 and 1290.

Three lionesses are yellow and one is blue.
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Moderation

If we exclude that the lady-weaver was guzzling routinely koumiss, this asymmetry was intentional and may be a
description of the social structure of the Lion’s tribe: One leading blue clan (blue like Tengri the blue sky, the
leading spirit in Turko-Mongol religion?) and 3 clans of commoners?

Several later Turkic tribal confederations of Central Asia also made such distinctions between elite clans of Gengis-
khanid stock (the white bones) and the plebeian clans (the black bones).

Just a thought
Pierre

Last edited by Pierre Galafassi; February 14th, 2017 at 01:10 PM.

 February
15th, 2017,
08:13 AM

  #80

Martin
Andersen
Members

Join Date: Jul
2008
Posts: 120

Hi Pierre

You are right, the asymmetry of the Met carpet is striking, it surely can't be unintended by the weaver. A blue leader of group
seems like a very fair interpretation.

Regarding the rugs on the paintings I suppose there ain’t much I can add, but I will try to look for comparisons to the specific
motifs.

In the meanwhile here, just for the fun of it, a sample on how reading the russian webpages looks trough the horrors of
google-translate  (I was looking for better photos and possible origin of the interesting plate on the right - but one of course
have to try to make sense of any text that follows along)

Here a link to the Bulgarian/Russian webpage http://www.protobulgarians.com/Russian%20translations
/Zhivko%20Voynikov%20-%20Alano-drevnebolgarskoe%20pismo/ALANO-DR-BOLG-PISMO/AL-PRB-P-7.htm

best Martin
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